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G-kit Wing 400W

The G-kit Wing 400W is made of aluminum profiles with features
like UV proof, heat resistance PVC panels and light tight. All
customized in the highest quality materials. It won't let smell, noise
or light scape!
This is the most simple and practical way to start growing at home.
It is easy to set and its configuration doesn't require significant
changes in your space.
The height is 176cm, and guarantees that plants won't get burn to the
light bulb. You can build it yourself in a very short time and without
tools. Functions are vertically distributed as follows: electrics
(lighting and ventilation) in the top, loose panels in the middle, and
irrigation in the bottom. Order it and start to using it right away!
Notice:
This product will take 14-21days to arrive.
Size (h x w x d): 191 x 118 x 78 cm
Space for 15 x 6,5 ltr pots, 12 x 11 ltr pots or 4 x rock wool slab
1,3mtr
Ventilation: G-Tools 125 2 speed fan – 230/360M3 per hour,
including silencer
Filter: Prima Klima Industry K1603-360m3
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Ballast: Lucilux 600 Watt electronic ballast with dim function (250,
400, 600 or 660 Watt)
Lamp: 600 Watt Luxelite Plant FX and Azerwing reflector
Timer: G-Tools timer box including relay and clock
Bonus: including wheels
Warranty:1 full year on all technical components

Link: www.kiwiland.com/growshop/grow-tents/g-kit-wing-400w.html

Attributes
Category
Sub category
Brand

Grow Tents
Growth tents & chambers
G-Tools

Specifications
Size
Lumination
Ventilator
Weight
Light control

176x118x78cm
400watt HPS
RVK 275m3
65kg
G-Tools timer box including relay and
clock
adjust-a-wing + spreader

Extra

Price table
Product label
complete
empty

Product code
GGW400C
GGW400E

Price exc.
1.033,06 euro
557,85 euro

Vat
21.0 %
21.0 %

Price inc.
1.250,00 euro
675,00 euro
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